A two dimensional (h; p) nite element scheme for distributed parallel computation is developed. The approach is based on an element -by -element domain decomposition and is implemented on the NCUBE2 system. Example problems are used to demonstrate performance of the algorithm for a range of (h; p) and to validate a run-time model. The run-time model is then used to examine the scaling properties of conjugate gradients and the (h; p) FEM over a range of p.
Introduction
Recently, considerable attention has been focused on the performance of iterative methods for solving standard nite di erence and element discretizations on distributed memory multiprocessors. This includes both gradient type methods, such as conjugate gradients (CG), and multigrid methods (MG). Parallel schemes based on Domain Decomposition and block iteration have also been extensively investigated. Recent studies of such methods can be found in 4, 6, 9] . However, comparatively little has been done to date with regard to (h; p) nite element methods on distributed memory machines. In these methods the element degree, p, may range from low to high order and the grid size h also varies accordingly 1].
In a distributed memory setting it is not clear that p methods should perform like standard h methods 5] . In fact, as p varies the ratio of computation to communication also varies, thus directly a ecting the parallel e ciency. In the present study we examine CG applied to (h; p) discretizations of linear, self adjoint boundary value problems in 2D. The main aspects of the investigation are the variation of performance and the scaling implications as p and h are varied. These issues are explored for test problems in a parallel implementation on the NCUBE2. In Section 2 the prototype problem and domain decomposition are described. The data structure for an element-by-element distributed parallel treatment is then given. This is followed in by a more detailed discussion of the algorithm and particularly the exchange communications for distributed processing. A time complexity analysis is provided in Section 3 with communication overhead measured by an`equivalent operation count.' This is followed by a performance study and complexity analysis validation. A scaling analysis in Section 4 concludes the treatment.
Discretization and Procedure
The class of model problems considered are linear, second order, self-adjoint problems in 2D of the form ?r k(x; y)ru + b(x; y)u = f(x; y)in u = g on @ (1) where k; b; f; g and are su ciently well behaved. A given problem in this class can then be discretized using nite elements in the standard way. Let the mesh size be parameterized by h = max h e for e = 1; 2; : : : ; E elements. A xed p method is assumed. That is, p, the polynomial degree, may be of low, moderate, or high degree, but does not vary over elements in the mesh. Thus, in some respects, our method closely resembles the spectral element method 12].
Domain / Processor Decomposition
In this study, the problem domain is decomposed by simply distributing elements in order across the processors. That is, for N processors and E elements, the rst E=N elements in the mesh are assigned to processor number one, the second E=N to processor two and so on. This allows reasonably good load balancing and avoids the need for more complicated domain decomposition algorithms, which may be di cult to implement, particularly for adaptively re ned grids. With this type of domain decomposition, an element-by-element formulation of the conjugate gradient method for system solution is most natural 8]. It allows convenient parallelization at the element level 3] and has been shown to exhibit good e ciency on shared and distributed memory machines 13]. The essential feature of this approach involves computing the matrix-vector product of each CG iteration in terms of parallelizable element matrix-vector products. The extension to other gradient iterative solvers such as Biconjugate Gradient and GMRES for nonsymmetric systems is straightforward. Of more immediate interest in the present work is the data structure used for the distributed memory setting as opposed to that used for more conventional nite element codes.
Data Structure
Conventional element-by-element nite element analysis usually relies on a data structure consisting of three main arrays. First, the element matrices are stored individually in an element array. Secondly, a set of global vectors spanning the number of degrees of freedom in the mesh is used for the nodal solution vector, nodal coordinate vector and the various vectors in the CG iteration. Finally, the standard element connectivity array maps local node numbers within an element to corresponding global node numbers or degrees of freedom. For a distributed memory machine, a logical strategy is to store all information at the element level. Thus, whereas in the conventional scheme the nodal solution vector is stored in a single array, for a distributed memory implementation it may be preferrable to store a set of local element vectors. Each element vector, v e ; e = 1; 2; : : : ; E is the appropriate subimage of the global vector, v, as de ned by the connectivity array for that element, C e . That is, v e = C e v. Such a scheme is not optimal in terms of memory duplication since storage for nodes shared by adjacent elements is repeated. For bilinear elements each nodal value is duplicated on average four times. However, the approach yields immediate decomposition of the domain over the processors. One simply distributes elements and the associated element data structures over the processors. In addition, as the element degree p is increased, memory duplication becomes less important because the proportion of nodes on the edge of an element decreases with increasing p. ( For tensor-product type elements of degree p, the proportion is given as 4p=(p+1) 2 .) Furthermore, as p increases, the element matrices occupy a much larger fraction of memory than the element vectors. Thus the contribution of element vectors to total memory usage is relatively unimportant at high p.
In addition to putting the standard EBE data structure on a wholly element-wise basis, four additional data structures are needed. These data structures are used for exchanging nodal data between processors assigned elements that share a common node -that is, shared nodes on the sides and corners of the elements. There are four main data structures:
(1) The rst data structure is an element side adjacency list. It gives, for each side of each element, the element number of the neighboring element on that side (should one exist). In addition, it speci es the side number for the adjacent element and the element degree p. As an alternative to identifying elements by their global number in the mesh, e, they can be identi ed by the number of the processor to which they are assigned, P, and by their local element number on that processor,ẽ. For any decomposition of elements across processors, there is a correspondence e , (P;ẽ). It is more convenient to store the processor number and local element number of the neighbor element in the above data structure rather than its global element number. This issue is described more fully in the discussion of the communication routines in Section 2.3 .
(2) The second data structure is an element corner adjacency list. For each element and each corner, this data structure lists the processor number and local element number of the neighbor element that shares the corner node and lies diagonal to the original element. In addition, the local corner number of the adjacent element is stored. Clearly both the side and corner adjacency lists can be easily derived from standard element adjacency lists and the element connectivity array.
(3) The third data structure is simply a list on each processor of the elements assigned to that processor. This can be initially generated and easily constructed as elements are assigned to processors.
(4) The fourth data structure is a message passing sequence for each processor in order that logarithmic global data exchanges can be implemented on the hypercube.
These four data structures allow any processor in the mesh to perform the required communications for CG with a p FEM on a distributed memory machine. The memory requirements of these four arrays is quite small. They require roughly 24 integer words per element, ( 2 adjacency lists, 4 sides and 3 pointers per side ). We have assumed quadrilateral elements in 2D, although the extensions to include triangles are immediate. In addition, it is implicitly assumed that at least one element is assigned per processor.
Algorithm and Communication
The present implementation of the nite element program assumes that the front end processor for the hypercube does much of the initial work. This includes grid generation, and the construction of the element data structures needed for communication. The front end then downloads the appropriate element data structures to each processor. The main computation then involves: (1) generating element matrices and loading vectors; (2) solving the nite element equations; and, (3) performing any post-processing. Clearly, once each processor receives its element data it can begin forming the element matrices and loading vectors in step (1) . This work can be done in parallel over the processors with no need for any communication. Communication requirements are restricted to the conjugate gradient routines in step (2) and the post-processing routines in step (3) .
The basic conjugate gradient iteration involves repeated matrix-vector multiplies and dot products. Formally, the algorithm for system Ax = b for a distributed memory system can be implemented as indicated by the following pseudo code: and sums nodal data between adjacent elements. The distinction between the various tilde and overbar quantities can be described as follows.
Key to the parallel distributed memory implementation is the di erence between element vectors that contain local element data (unsummed or before assembly) and those that are element-wise subimages (summed) extracted from the corresponding global vector. All inner products, matrixvector products, and saxpys in the conjugate gradient algorithm are assumed to operate on the assembled nite element matrices and vectors. However, these operations can be carried out at the element level as long as each element vector is the element-wise subimage extracted from its corresponding global or assembled vector.
Consider a nite element discretization that produces element matrices A e ; e = 1; 2; : : : ; E and right-hand-side vectors b e ; e = 1; 2; : : : ; E. It A matrix-vector product Au ! v can be computed as C TÃ Cu ! v (6) However, if u; v are stored as element-wise subimages, u; v then using (5) in (6) gives
Thus storing u as an element-wise subimage, u, allows the matrix-vector product to be computed in two steps A u !z CC Tz ! v (8) where the rst step can be done in parallel over the element matrices, A e , and the second step represents the assembly and subsequent extraction of (summed) element vectors. Neighboring element contributions to a nodal value are summed. This can be implemented in a distributed memory machine as a simple data exchange and sum. In (2) this operation is denoted as exchange() ! () and simply represents the second equation in (8) .
The exchange is easily accomplished with the use of the element side and corner adjacency lists. Each processor loops over its elements and then over the sides of the element. The side adjacency list is interrogated to determine the neighboring element. Noting that the neighboring element number is stored by processor number and local element sequence number, along with the neighboring side number, it is trivial to send a message to that processor with the required nodal values. Each message contains the local element sequence number, the nodal values and the corresponding local node numbers. Thus the receiving processor simply`unbundles' the message and sums the values into the appropriate array in the indicated locations. If a neighboring element resides on the same processor, then no message is sent, but the data structure provides values and locations to sum the element nodal contributions. The procedure is repeated for the element corners and the corner adjacency list, which completes the data exchange. Ideally, exchange communications are grouped to decrease overall message tra c. That is, each processor maintains a list of processors to which it must send messages for the side and corner data exchanges. Along with the processor list are pointers into its own adjacency lists. Thus each processor, rather than looping over its elements and sending one message per element, loops over its message list and extracts all nodal data bound for a particular processor. This data is bundled into one large message, saving considerable message startup overhead.
Clearly saxpy type operations in (2) can be computed using elementwise subimage vectors with no di culty. Letting Z = (C T C) ?1 then inner products can be computed as
where W = CZZC T . Note that Z is a diagonal matrix whose entries indicate the number of elements sharing a particular node. In fact, because the overbar vectors represent element-wise subimages of global vectors, the action of W on them is just equivalent to that of a diagonal matrix. The vector of diagonal entries is just that obtained by letting C operate on the vector of diagonal entries of Z. The dot product is then computed in parallel at the element level as a weighted inner product. Assuming a hypercube type architecture, individual element inner products are summed within each processor and then nally across the processors in log 2 (N) time, where N is the number of processors in the hypercube. For other architectures, the time might be represented as w(N), with w() an architecture speci c function. For Jacobi preconditioning the diagonal, D, of the assembled element matrices can be represented in a disassembled form similar to the dot product weighting matrix, W. Thus we actually store D as an element-wise subimage vector and apply the preconditioner element-wise in parallel.
Examining the CG iteration in (2), it can be noted that once a vector, v, is represented as an element-wise subimage, v, it remains in that form provided that it is updated only with other subimage vectors. With this in mind, it is clear that the exchange() operation need be performed only once per iteration, just after the element matrix-vector products. In the distributed memory implementation, the exchange operation takes the place of the assembly operation, C Tz ! v.
The only post-processing considered in the present study consists of computing the L 2 norm of the solution. This is easily implemented on an elementwise basis. Element contributions can be summed on each processor and nally across the processors in time proportional to log 2 (N).
3 Time Complexity
Operation Count / Communications Estimate
To estimate the time complexity we will measure time in equivalent operation counts. That is, the time for a basic operation oating point operation (* or +) is normalized to unity and the computational time as well as the communication time is measured in equivalent operations counts. To obtain actual timings, the operation count is simply scaled by the time for a basic oating point operation.
For tensor product elements of degree p in 2-D, the time to form an element sti ness matrix can be broken into three parts: (1) evaluating the discrete operator, (2) mapping shape functions, and (3) evaluating material properties and element Jacobians, jJj, at the integration points. For our particular implementation, the operation count for these three contributions can be given, respectively, as 
where the number of elements is assumed to be of order h ?2 , and h is the element size. 
The rst term in (16) is associated with the dot products in the CG iteration, while the second involves the data exchange.
The time involved in the data exchange is di cult to measure. Because the method described here uses no explicit domain decomposition, communications are not neccessarily nearest neighbor. Instead elements are assigned to processors in their natural order in the mesh. This scheme is simple to implement but may be far from optimal in terms of minimizing communications. Of course, the present approach can be easily modi ed to use an a priori domain decomposition partitioning.
It should also be noted that it is di cult to say precisely how much data is moved, on average, per exchange. Again, this is due to the possibly non-uniform decomposition, coupled with the message bundling previously described. However, note that the communication time is most important when only one element is assigned per processor, as this gives the minimum computation per message sent. With this in mind, the communications model was set up for the case of one element per processor. In this regime, the model estimate should be reasonable. Far from this regime, the model estimate should provide a lower bound. Note, however, that because communications are bundled, the estimated total number of messages should be quite close to the actual total. Thus, if the communication time is dominated by startup overhead, the model should produce reasonable estimates.
The time to solve the problem from forming the elements to convergence of the CG iteration is then simply T = T elet + T cg + T comm (17) where the terms on the right are as given in (11), (14) , and (16). The runtime given in (17) is represented in terms of an operation count with one count per + or . In the subsequent experiments it will be useful to convert to units of clock ticks by introducing conversion factors ! elet ; ! cg ; ! comm so that instead of (17) we use T = ! elet T elet + ! cg T cg + ! comm T comm (18) Ideally, all three weight factors should be identical. However, in actual practice on the NCUBE2 they are not. The values used in the following experiments are computed based on timings of the individual code segments. The variance among the three terms can be attributed to compiler ine ciencies on the NCUBE2 which are fairly well known. They arise in the handling of multiply nested do loops. The rst and second weights correspond to terms containing triply and doubly nested do loops, respectively, while the third term corresponds to single loop saxpy type timings. These compiler ineciencies should be kept in mind when assessing the absolute e ciency of the given algorithms as they tend to increase the computation to communication ratio reported in the experiments.
Run-Time Model Validation
In order to validate the run time model given in equations (15) 
Using the CG algorithm in (2), this problem was solved on uniform grids with h = 1=4; 1=8; 1=16; 1=32 respectively, and N ranging from 1 to 512 processor, a minimum in the run time curve has not been reached. Thus for p = 2, it can be concluded that minimum run time is achieved for 1 element per processor loading (at least in the range of (h; p) considered). Note also that there is reasonable agreement between the run-time model and the observed performance, except for the coarsest mesh. For the cases p = 4 and p = 6, the performance improves and the run-time model agrees with the observed timings progressively better. By p = 6, there is a virtually log-linear variation of run time with cube dimension, indicating excellent speedup down to 2 elements per processor. It should be noted that speedup, S, is taken to be S = T serial =T parallel , where T serial is de ned as the time for the parallel code executing on a single processor. This is quite di erent from the standard de nition where T serial is the time for the best serial algorithm. The above de nition was chosen because it is not yet clear what the best serial algorithm is. It may in fact be a multigrid method 13], or for some ranges of (h; p) a frontal solver. By using the same CG algorithm for the computation of T serial , the subsequent analysis is greatly simpli ed. In addition, we are more interested in the scaling properties of CG itself rather than as compared to other methods. It should be noted that there is very little added overhead associated with executing the parallel code on a single processor to obtain the serial time as compared to executing a special serial version of the CG algorithm. 
Scaling Analysis
Determining the scaling properties of an algorithm is important because it allows one to address such questions as: If the problem size is doubled, will the run time more than double ? If the problem size is doubled, how many processors must be added so that run time remains constant? More importantly, scaling properties are useful because they allow both qualitative and quantitative comparison of di erent algorithms on di erent machine architectures. However, as indicated in 11], there are a number of di erent types of scaling that are pertinent. This is easily demonstrated by considering that e ciency, = S=N, is a function of (at least) problem size, (h; p), and the number of processors, N. Thus, a problem could be scaled at xed run time 14, 15], or xed memory utilization (per processor) 7], or at xed e ciency (isoe ciency) 11], or for an (h; p) method, xed error in the solution of the boundary value problem. The following analysis will give an indication of how CG / (h; p) FEM performs in these four scaling metrics. Because of the di culty in obtaining data points in a broad range of (h; p) and N, the scaling analysis will be based on the run-time model as validated by the preceeding results.
In the following analysis, scaling relations will be constructed so that N is given as a function of (h; p). This approach has been chosen as more natural for a nite element analysis where h and p are typically independent variables driving an error relation or iteration count relation. One drawback of this approach is that it implicitly assumes that there is no upper bound on N. Such an upper bound might be imposed by the physical interconnectibility of processors or simple cost considerations. In order to accomodate such an argument, only hypercube dimensions ranging from 1 to 12 are considered in the gures accompanying the scaling analyses. We remark that other scaling approaches are possible, for example those in which h is given as a function of N, but will not be considered here. However, they are easily obtained from our analysis.
Fixed Run Time Scaling
In this analysis we would like to investigate the question: If the parallel runtime is to be held xed as the mesh is re ned (h ! 0) for a given value of p, then how must N vary ? That is, we would like to obtain a relation for d, the hypercube dimension, as h varies.
Assuming perfect load balancing, the run-time model of (17) (11), (14) and (16) 
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3. 4. 5. 6. ) + C 2 (27) Note that because the slope for the xed run-time scaling is greater than the slope for the xed memory utilization scaling, there is a maximum problem size that can be solved in xed run time irrespective of the number of processors assigned to the problem. This result is in agreement with theoretical results proven in 15], where is is shown that as the problem size is scaled up, T par must increase irrespective of N. The functional form of this relation can be investigated as follows.
The xed memory scaling result can be substituted into the parallel runtime model to obtain the parallel run-time curve for xed memory utilization. Noting that C 2 in (26) represents the number of elements per processor, then (26) can be solved for N giving upon substitution into (20) T par = T elet +Tcg C 2 ?1 h ?2 + T comm (28) This can be simpli ed using (11) , (14) and (16) T par = Cf 1 + h ?1 (Cf 2 + (2log 2 (h ?1 ) + log 2 (
Thus as h ! 0, T par increases without bound as h ?1 log 2 (h ?1 ) for xed memory scaling. The h ?1 term arises from the iteration count relation for CG, while the log 2 (h ?1 ) term arises from the dot products at each CG iteration. Note that the value of C is unimportant asymptotically as it scales the f 2 term, which accounts for element matrix vector products. The expression for the parallel run-time in (29) can be rewritten to obtain an equivalent expression for T par in terms of N. Letting (p) in that regime and the slopes are essentially equal. Figures 5 and 6 show constant e ciency scaling curves calculated from the full run time model. The slopes on both curves for small h are somewhat less than 2, but much greater than 1, in agreement with the approximate result of (35). Note also that for low e ciencies, the scaling curve coincides with the xed memory scaling curve for 1 element per processor. Thus for p = 6, h 1 32 , e ciency is greater than 75%. For p = 2, the result falls to 50%. Most interestingly, all of the curves show a de nite minimum in the parallel run-time curve as p varies. For the ranges of shown, this varies from p = 3 to p = 6. For the serial run-time curves, there is no minimum; however, by p = 7 the run-time is virtually xed for the smaller ranges of . The shift in the location of the minimum run-time for serial versus parallel mode is not unexpected. For large values of p, as p is lowered, h increases and more processors are added, thus lowering the overall run-time while holding the error xed. As p is further decreased, the required number of processors increases faster than they can be e ciently used and a minimum in the run-time occurs. It should be noted that in this analysis, the number of processors that gives minimal parallel run-time is usually quite small, < 100, and is quite sensitive to the speci c value of . (42) Equation (42) expresses the relation between ; ; ; p; h for the minimum parallel run-time. Generally, for given h; p; ; it will be found that < 1. That is, there is fewer than one element per processor at minimum run-time. However, our run-time model is valid only for 1, therefore we conclude that minimum parallel run-time can be achieved by assigning one element per processor. Equation (42) can be examined in a di erent way. Namely, given h; p what are the constraints on ; such that the minimum run-time is reached when 1 ? Equation (42) can be rearranged to f 3 (p; ; ) = C (hf 1 (p) + f 2 (p))
where C 1. For h su ciently small the rst term on the right becomes negligible and after substituting from equations (14), (16) (44) Noting that >> on most machines, then (44) becomes a condition on . This condition (on the communications hardware / software performance) is one such that the minimal run-time is reached just as the one element per processor limit is reached. Substituting values for various p in (44) and setting = 0 gives: p = 1; < 50; p = 2; < 150; p = 3; < 375. For the NCUBE2 was measured at 102 and at 1 However, due to compiler ine ciencies, the e ective value is about one half of the measured value. Thus for p = 1 our experiments are just on the edge of the estimate of (44). In fact, our experiments on the NCUBE2 never reveal a minimal run-time although for p = 1 they appear to come close. It should be noted that (44) is only an asymptotic estimate for h ! 0, and the bound obtained may be pessimistic.
Inequality (44) corresponds to the ratio of the operation count for element matrix-vector products to that for the global data exchange of dot products. Thus a minimum in the parallel run-time curve is caused by global data exchanges, and in this case is independent of the speci c iteration count scaling.
Because of the simple interpretation of (44), it can be extended quite easily to discretizations corresponding to systems of equations. Thus for m equations of type (1) Entries on the right in (44) are multiplied by at least m. Thus for even two equations the bound on ; becomes much more reasonable in terms of current hardware /software limitations for the low p case.
Conclusion
The present investigation indicates that excellent e ciencies are possible with the (h; p) FEM / CG method. E ciencies of 90% can be obtained for representative test problems on the NCUBE2. Scaling analyses for various types of scaling are presented and compared. These include xed run-time, xed memory use, isoe ciency, and xed error for the (h; p) FEM / CG method developed here. Signi cant conclusions which can be drawn from these analyses include: (1) For xed memory utilization per processor, the parallel runtime increases as N 1=2 log 2 (N) for N processors. (2) For a reasonable range of h and moderate p (p 6), xed memory utilization scaling is roughly equivalent to xed e ciency scaling. This is not true for low p (p 2). (3) For the NCUBE2 and our particular application, minimum parallel run-time can be achieved by simply assigning one element per processor. (4) There is a maximum problem size that can be solved in any given xed run-time assuming that no more than one processor is assigned per element. (5) For xed error in the solution of the di erential equation, the minimum parallel run-time occurs for a value of p lower than the value of p indicated for a serial processor. Furthermore, for our experimental parameters, the value of p that produces this minimum appears to be quite modest (3 p 6).
